
USS Delphyne 9911.01


ACTDNicke:
<><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><

MO_Lea:
::squeezes the lemon into her water and walks across the room, hearing the biobed sound::


CMO_Matt:
::sees the movement in the corner of his vision, but doesn't react::

TO_Hawkes:
::ON Bridge of ghost-ship conferrening with Lefler::


OPS_Lynam:
:;At station on Bridge::

CEOLefler:
@TOHawkes: Lets get moving. Make sure to leave one of your men here with Bridges

CTO_Psion:
::At tactical::

ENGBridge:
::on bridge trying to get ship systems up::

FCO_Nicho:
CO: Reporting for duty sir.

XO_Wall:
::on runabout Rio Coco,  after mission breifing finished::

CNS_Jiosa:
::sits behind the XO on the shuttle::

ENGMac:
::in ME at the warp drive

ENGMac:
::

TO_Hawkes:
@CEO: Ok, ::Points at TAC-Bud:: Stay here and keep  the bridge secure.

CEOLefler:
::Pulls out phaser and tricorder and makes sure his wrist light is on::

XO_Wall:
*Bridge*: Rio Coco ready to launch

MO_Lea:
::appraoches the bed and sets the glass down, begins to read the information on the status display::

CEOLefler:
TOHawkes: Lets move

Es`Shere:
::still in sickbay under the care of the medical department::

CMO_Matt:
::glances up at her but doesn't say anything::

FCO_Nicho:
::goes to duty station and relieves Civ McLeod::

TO_Hawkes:
@::Moves out with TAC_Rob and Lefler, Phaser and tricorder ready::

MO_Lea:
::picks up a padd, takes a deep breath, and deavtivates the restraining field::

CIV_McLeo:
:gives the station to Nichols::

FCO_Nicho:
McLeod: Thanks for covering for me.

OPS_Lynam:
::Begins searching the records of missing ships in the distant past.::


CTO_Psion:
::Maintains transporter lock on away team::

ENGMac:
*CO*: I can give you at least warp 7 if needed, but I wouldn't push her further than that::

CNS_Jiosa:
::waits anxiously for the shuttle to launch::

MO_Lea:
CMO: You should be able to return to light duty in a few minutes, but take a moment to rest, first.

TO_Hawkes:
@::Scans hull of walkways for signs of weapons fire and biomatter::

CMO_Matt:
::doesn't react to the field's deactivation, but keeps his emotionless expression contstant::

CIV_McLeo:
Nichols: No problem.  It was fun steering for a while.

CMO_Matt:
MO: Fine. ::the word is a whisper more to everything then to Lea alone::

FCO_Nicho:
McLeod: She's a nice little ship isn't she?

ENGMac:
*CO*: I can give you at least warp 7 if needed, but I wouldn't push her further than that::

CEOLefler:
@*CO*:" Boarding party to Delphyne. We found nothing on the Bridge sir. The computer panels were flashing text reaptedly. It said "Help Us". We are moving on to a deck by deck search. I left men on the bridge and we'll try to get the ship internal sensors up and recover its records.

CIV_McLeo:
Nichols: much better than my uncle's old frieghter I used to fly

FCO_Nicho:
::sits down at station::

CNS_Jiosa:
::Looks around the interior of the shuttle::

Es`Shere:
::stirs and opens her eyes, laying there staring at the celing and wondering where she is for a minute::

FCO_Nicho:
McLeod: I know the feeling, I know the feeling!

CEOLefler:
@::Signals for Security goon to go ahead and secure corridor junction ahead::

CO_Grant:
Comm:Lefler: acknowledged , keep us informed

TO_Hawkes:
<TAC_GOON> ::Secures corridor juncture::

CEOLefler:
@COMM:Delphyne: Aye. Will do

MO_Lea:
::sets the PADD on the console in reach of the bed:: CMO: If you care to catch up in your spare time, you could read the medical report. It should get you up to date as to sickbay's condition.

XO_Wall:
*Bridge*: Rio Coco here! we are ready to launch? ::gets impatient::

CEOLefler:
@::Scans corridor::

ENGBridge:
@::trying to get internal sensors up::

CIV_McLeo:
::nods and excuses himself::  ::goes to TL::

CMO_Matt:
::reaching over, he gingerly picks up the padd and raises it above his face to read::

LtJg_Cray:
::Sitting in seat next to Wall::

CEOLefler:
@TOHawkes: There is a large carfo hold of some sort in that direction.::points phaser right:: We'll start there

FCO_Nicho:
::runs minimum diagnostic of station::

OPS_Lynam:
CSO: Can we get any pictures of the outside of the ship?  Hull markings, a name?  Anything.

XO_Wall:
Cray: is something wrong with communications?

TO_Hawkes:
@:CEO: RIght! ::Starts scanning cargos hold with tri-corder::


LtJg_Cray:
XO:  Checking communications sir.


LtJg_Cray:
::Checks systems out::

Es`Shere:
::turns on her side watchng the medical department through half closed eyes::

MO_Lea:
::Takes a last glance toward the Doctor's direction, then returns to the other side of the room to check on Mr. Poulos condition::

CO_Grant:
<sci>: No markings identifed yet , oPS

OPS_Lynam:
TO: Can we get any pictures of the outside of the ship?  Hull markings, a name?  Anything.

MO_Lea:
:notices a new movement in the room::

CIV_McLeo:
TL: Deck 3

CEOLefler:
@COMM:DEL: We are outside what appears to be the main cargo bay. Preparing to enter now

TO_Hawkes:
@::Makes changes to Tricorder, and begins scanning for motion and lif-signs::

CMO_Matt:
::finishes the padd, consuming the information like a starving mand. finally things were starting to get back to normal, finally he understood what had happened::

CNS_Jiosa:
::unaware to herself, begins to tap foot lightly::

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: as the TO moves throgh the cargo hold , tricorders pick up cold spot through out. and up on the bridge.... the bulkheads begin to "creak" sending echoes throughout the ship::

LtJg_Cray:
XO:  Ah!  I'm reading a power loss in the primary communications system.  Switching to back up.  Everything should be in order now sir.

CIV_McLeo:
::rides in TL and exits to head towards the mess::

CEOLefler:
@TO: Reading anything?

CMO_Matt:
::then, seeing the grotesque image of his slightly blood-streaked face, he quickly moved the padd away, struggling for the strength to get to his feet, but not making any sudden movement yet::

CTO_Psion:
::Scans the ship with sensors::

XO_Wall:
Cray: oh great this mission starting off good! ::shakes his head::

TO_Hawkes:
@all: Ugh,,,that's not good.....a HUGE cold-spot

CEOLefler:
@*EngBridge*: Report!

CO_Grant:
*MEDBAY*: status of Dr.Laiiron?

MO_Lea:
::moves to Es`Shere's side::

TO_Hawkes:
@ALL: It goes from the cargo bay to the bridge.

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: something brushes past ENG Bridge as he works on systems

LtJg_Cray:
XO:  Don't worry sir, I'll make sure everything comes out right.

CIV_McLeo:
::moves to replicator:: Replicator:: Coffee, black

OPS_Lynam:
CO: If we could get some external views of the ship, maybe we could identify her .

XO_Wall:
*Bridge*: do you read us, Rio Coco here?

Es`Shere:
::glancs up at Lea::

MO_Lea:
*CO*: He is recovering well and should be able to return to light duty shortly.  He may have full duty in a few days.

ENGBridge:
@*CEO*: haven't gotten anything to work yet, but something brushed past me

TO_Hawkes:
@COM:DEL: We're reading a LARGE Cold spot here ...can you confirm readings?

CTO_Psion:
*XO*  Reading you Commander.

CO_Grant:
SCI: Launch a probe to to study the freighter

MO_Lea:
::Looks back down from her reaction:: Es`Shere: It is nice to see you again. Are you feeling any better?

CIV_McLeo:
::sits and drinks coffee, reading the news on a PADD::

CMO_Matt:
::slowly rises to his feet and walks over to Es'Shere's bedside, trying not to make any noise, and not making eye contact with Lea::

CEOLefler:
@ENGBridge: Aknowledged Bridges. What do you mean by something? Did you see anything?

XO_Wall:
*CTO*: were ready to luaunch,we had a brief communication malfuction

MO_Lea:
::Checks the display, sees CMO::

Es`Shere:
::says something vulgar in klingon and trys to smile as she shakes her head no at Lea::

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: the tac guy looks around startled as something brushes past him on the bridge......

ENGBridge:
@CEO: nothing, I couldn't see nothing

TO_Hawkes:
@::Scanning cold spot::

FCO_Nicho:
::reads results from diagnostic and reconfigures console::

CMO_Matt:
::sighs at the counselors condition::

CTO_Psion:
*XO*  Affirmative sir.  All is in order, you may depart at your liesure.

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: as EngBridge looks around , the tac guy has apparently left the bridge

CO_Grant:
*DRLEA*: acknowledged

CEOLefler:
@COMM: DEL: I need some readings on this hull. I am not likeing the sound of things in here. Sounds to me like fractures are developng  accross the entire ship. Can you confirm?

ENGBridge:
@CEO: something just brushed passed the TAC officer also

TO_Hawkes:
<TAC_GUY>::looks....:: ALL: What the...?!

CO_Grant:
*XO*: get going with the shuttle

MO_Lea:
::just barely smiles, then turns to the doctor:: CMO: Please, sit back down. You are only delaying the time before you may return.

XO_Wall:
::engages engines::

ENGBridge:
@CEO: matter of fact, he's gone!

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: the rio coco launches

CO_Grant:
<sci>: :: prepares a probe::

Es`Shere:
::closes her eyes her hand on her chest, she can feel her self breathing so she knows she is alive.. ::

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: What are your scans of the hull showing?

CMO_Matt:
::doesn't look up to Lea, keeping his eyes on Es'Shere, but speaks in a strong and sincere voice:: MO: No, Doctor, this is rest for me.  This is healing for me.

ENGMac:
*OPS*: you have warp 7 if needed, but don't push it further

CEOLefler:
@ENGBridge: Get what you can from the bridge records and head back to the beam out site. Now!

CTO_Psion:
CO:  The Rio Coco has departed sir.

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  Nothing of note has turned up on sensors.

CMO_Matt:
Self: If only I could -do- something.

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: as the RIO coco launches... the frigher seems to disapear from sensors

CEOLefler:
TACGoon: Go make sure Brudges make it back.

ENGBridge:
@CEO: aye sir ::trying to retrieve ship records::

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:CEO: Chief, our scans of the hull show no fractures.

TO_Hawkes:
<TACGOON>: CEO: Aye sir:: Heads off::

CEOLefler:
@*TAC-GUY* Report! Where are you?

XO_Wall:
::takes the rio coco up and passes around  the port nacelle of the Delphyne::

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  Correction...reading a momentary disappearance of the frieghter upon launch of the shuttle.

MO_Lea:
CMO: Will you stay here and stick to light duty?

LtJg_Cray:
@::Looks at the Delphyne...::

CEOLefler:
@COMM:Del Thank you Del. However one of my security detail just dissapeared. We are regrouping

XO_Wall:
@All: look at the site!

CIV_McLeo:
::sips coffee::

CMO_Matt:
::still in a whisper, but slighted with a bit of venom that is self directed:: MO: Where else would I go?

OPS_Lynam:
:;Looks at Psion::  Did you say, dissapered?

CNS_Jiosa:
@XO: Beautiful isnt it

CO_Grant:
<sci>: CO: probe is ready

CO_Grant:
sci: acknowledged

CO_Grant:
TAC: please launch the probe

CO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged

CO_Grant:
COMM:lefler: we are launching a probe to help you study the hull


CEOLefler:
@TO: Lets get back to the beam out site ourselves. We will begroup there.

LtJg_Cray:
@ XO:  Yeah...look at the dragon on the hull.

XO_Wall:
@CNS: yes she is! ::grins::


CTO_Psion:
OPS:  Are you reading any transporter signatures?

LtJg_Cray:
@XO:  What will be our plan sir?

CNS_Jiosa:
@XO: The older ships always seem more graceful

TO_Hawkes:
@:CEO: Ok ::Continues scanning::

XO_Wall:
@All: what happened to the freighter ::notices its gone::

CEOLefler:
@::Jogs through alien passage ways trying to get his team back in one piece::

TO_Hawkes:
<TAC_GOON>::looking for ENGBRIDGE::

CTO_Psion:
COMM:  Hawkes:  Are your scans indicating any matter/energy displacements?

TO_Hawkes:
@

CO_Grant:
<sci>: CO: Freiter momentarily disappeared sir

OPS_Lynam:
::Scans transporter frequencies::

TO_Hawkes:
@::Scans for matter/energy displacemente::

FCO_Nicho:
::sets console to "peek in" on scanners::

CEOLefler:
@ENGBridges: Where are you Bridges?

Es`Shere:
Aloud: May I have a drink of water please.. trys to sit up

CO_Grant:
sci: that is terrible

CO_Grant:
CTO: apparently that ghost ship can dissapear at any time

Es`Shere:
::;   ::

TO_Hawkes:
@COM:CTO: Checking that now Psion...

MO_Lea-:
::feels exasperated, for some reason:: CMO: Fine, you may return to light duty..  ::Walks to the repllicator::

CO_Grant:
CTO: try to maintain a transporter lock on the boarding pary

ENGBridge:
@CEO: still downloading ship records

CNS_Jiosa:
@ALL: Some type of natural phenomena?

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Aye, I am currently attempting to investigate the phenomena.  Transporter lock engaged.

CMO_Matt:
::looks at Es'Shere's console for a moment, then turns and follows Lea to the replicator::

CO_Grant:
cTO: acknowledged

CEOLefler:
@*ENGBRidges*: Forget downloading. Just grab the data rods and we'll figure it out later. Get back now

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: I show we're one short over there.

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  Acknowledged.

XO_Wall:
@All: well I am adjusting course to Dredma we'll look there first

CMO_Matt:
::placing his hand on her shoulder, he spoke in soft tones:: MO: Lea, please lay down.

CO_Grant:
COMM:Lefler: Finish quick and get all your people home asap, that ghost ship can disappear at any time!

MO_Lea-:
::Orders a glass of water at a comfortable temperature and turns around, nearly spilling the water and running into CMO::

CTO_Psion:
::Scans subspace frequencies for comm signal of missing person::

CEOLefler:
@COMM: DEL: Regrouping now. We will be at the beam out coordinates in another 2 mins

MO_Lea-:
::Looks at him only a moment, then walks around him to Es'Shere::

CO_Grant:
COMM: Lefler : acknowledged

CO_Grant:
OPS: boarding party has your special badges Right?

MO_Lea-:
::helps Es'Shere take a few sips::

CIV_McLeo:
::eads news::

ENGBridge:
@::grabs the data rods an__29d runs to the beamout site::

CO_Grant:
CTO: did our probe get launched?

CIV_McLeo:
::reads news::

Es`Shere:
::tears welling up in her eyes:: MO: I am sorry to be a bother.. I have... I feels so bad and so in the way.

XO_Wall:
@Cray: run all scans possible as we approach Dredma, scan the surface as well, report anything if you pick up something.

CMO_Matt:
::sighs, shaking his head, then turns:: MO: You're injured.  You've been giving 130% since I lost to the plasma.  Now let me help, let me do something.

ENGMac:
*CO*: I can give you warp 7 if needed

CMO_Matt:
::walks to Es'Shere's bedside::

LtJg_Cray:
@ XO: Yes sir.  ::Scans the ship and surface::

FCO_Nicho:
::hopes missing crewman shows up::

CNS_Jiosa:
@::watches Wall and Cray work::

MO_Lea-:
::Very softly and hopefully reasuringly:: Es'Shere: It's no problem at all, we are only glad to be able to help you feel better. Never feel a burden.

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: the Delphyne and the shuttle pick up unusual readings from Dredma

TO_Hawkes:
@<TAC_GOON>::Runs onto bridge:: <ENGBRIDGE>:You comming to the beamout site?

CO_Grant:
*MAC*: acknowledged, co-ordinate with FCO on engine status

CTO_Psion:
::Scans matter/energy stream and transporter buffers.

XO_Wall:
@*CO*: Im heading us toward the planet Dredma were looking there first

CEOLefler:
@::Arrives at the beam out coordinates. Where he finds the TAC GOON waiting::

CMO_Matt:
::waits for Lea to respond::

Es`Shere:
::drinks her water and is glad Lea is there. .. nods her ehad at her:: MO: I am scared

ENGMac:
*C)*: aye sir

TO_Hawkes:
@TAC_GOON>::Looks around:: <ENGBRIDGE>: Hey, where'd TAC_GUY go?

LtJg_Cray:
@XO:  Reading unusual quantum fluctuations sir.

MO_Lea-:
CMO: And leave sickbay to your present 70%?

OPS_Lynam:
:;Frowns at the scanner readings::

ENGMac:
*FCO*: You have warp 7, but don't push it::

ENGBridge:
__29@CEO: on my way

CMO_Matt:
::turns away, his eyes burning:: MO: Tend to Es'Shere.

CO_Grant:
COMM:RIOCOCO:Wall: acknowledged , please check your sensors we are picking up unusual readings

XO_Wall:
@Cray: were at?

MO_Lea-:
::restrains a yawn, offers Es'Shere more water::

CMO_Matt:
Self: I've got to try something.

TO_Hawkes:
@<TAC_GOON>::At beam-out site::

Es`Shere:
::lays back down as her eyes close::MO Thank you

CO_Grant:
CTO: our probe did it get launched

CO_Grant:
?

CEOLefler:
@*ENGBr*: Move it Mr Bridges.

LtJg_Cray:
@ XO:  The freighter sir.  I'm attempting to fine tune the scanners.

XO_Wall:
@*CO*: yes we are picking up something.....standby

MO_Lea-:
Es'Shere: You are welcome. Just rest, everything here is fine.

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Aye sir.

CMO_Matt:
::hurries over to the computer console and starts a blood dialization scan, looking for the source of the current hampering effect on Es'Shere's body::

TO_Hawkes:
@::Scans for other crewmemebers on Freighter. References the Lynam patch signals::

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: the freighter continues to creak eerily sending echoing noises throughout the ship::

XO_Wall:
@Cray: the frieghter?

CMO_Matt:
::his hands begin to fly across the console, not really thinking, just acting on instinct and out of all the knowledge that he happened to gather about the abnormalities since the bad lands and before then::

ENGBridge:
@CEO: almost there

CNS_Jiosa:
@::reads her console::

TO_Hawkes:
@TAC_GOON: Start setting up the pattern enhancers, and then begin recordign these sounds

LtJg_Cray:
@XO:  Correction, the planet.  But the Delphyne reports a loss of personell aboard the frieghter.

CO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged

CO_Grant:
<sci>: ::sensors notices odd vibrations in hull from probe readings::

CO_Grant:
<sci>: CO: hull of freighter is vibrating badly sir

CO_Grant:
sci: acknowleged


CO_Grant:
comm: lefler: THat hull is vibrating like an old rustbucket after a newyears party , beam back quickly!

MO_Lea-:
::With sickbay almost quiet and most of the ill crew recovered, takes a chair for a real moment of rest::

XO_Wall:
@CNS: you have anything to report?

ENGBridge:
@::arrives at beamout site::

CEOLefler:
@All: Where is Tac Guy?

XO_Wall:
@Cray: were at on the planet?

CEOLefler:
@*TACGUY* Chief Lefler to Tac Guy. Respond! ::nothing::

CNS_Jiosa:
@XO: ::frustrated:: No sir

ENGBridge:
@CEO: one moment he was there and the next, he was gone

CMO_Matt:
Self: Just like in my theoretical experiments about cellular animations, the introduction of certain levels of plasma existent in nebula and higher quadrant level activities through the galaxy could cause an amplificatoin of the electro negativity.

CEOLefler:
@ALL: We can't stay any longer. We have to get back and try to find him from the Del

CMO_Matt:
Self: It's so simple I never realized it.  It's been there all along.

CEOLefler:
@COMMDEL: Four to beam out

FCO_Nicho:
::leans back and relaxes::

MO_Lea-:
::exahsted, props her feet up on the console to get the weight off her ankle::

CO_Grant:
*TRCHIEF*: Beam back the boarding party now!

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: nothing happens

LtJg_Cray:
# Smallest continent centered on the northeast quadrant.

CEOLefler:
@COMMDEL: Come in.

XO_Wall:
#*CEO*: this the Rio Coco, report is everything alright over there?

CO_Grant:
<trchief>::: gets sick and throws up::

TO_Hawkes:
@ALL: I can't locate his signal.

CO_Grant:
<trchief>:*MEDICAL EMERGENCY Transporter room 1

CIV_McLeo:
::refills his coffee::

CMO_Matt:
::places heads in his hands, sighing deeply. raising his head once more, he looks at the screen and the continuing scrolling message::

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: Engbridge disapears

CEOLefler:
@*XO*: We have lost one of our secuity detail and we are bnow un able to beam back to the Del for some reason. The structure integrity is detiorationg. But I'm peachy

MO_Lea-:
::nearly falls out of her chair and to her feet::

TO_Hawkes:
@::Helps TACGOON set up transporter enhancers::

MO_Lea-:
::Grabs a medkit and runs out of sickbay::

ENGMac:
*OPS*: you now can only have warp 6

CO_Grant:
<trchief>:*MEDBAY*: I can't operate the controls

OPS_Lynam:
*EO*:Acknowleged.

CO_Grant:
<trchief>: *Bridge*: I am too sick to operate controls

TO_Hawkes:
@::Looks where ENGBRIDGE was:: ALL: What the?!

CEOLefler:
@*XO*: My engineering officer has just dissapeared as wel

CMO_Matt:
::remembers what Lea said about him leaving medbay, and decides to stay as the entire situation passes through his minds and the answers slowly became revealed::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Reads probe data and begins to check the library computers::

MO_Lea-:
::enters the TL:: TL: TR.    *TrChief*: I'm on my way.

XO_Wall:
*CEO*: ok im changing course, we are on our way hang on!

TO_Hawkes:
@CEO: I don't lioke this...not one little bit!

LtJg_Cray:
# ::Scans for comm signals::

CMO_Matt:
Self: So it wasn't plasma poisoning at all.  It was at an atomic level, a sickness that shouldn't have occured in any non-telepath, all linking back to the injuries caused in the space-time rift/tendrils.

CTO_Psion:
*TR*  Acknowledged.

ENGMac:
*OPS*: the dilithium hasn't quite brpken in as once figured

CO_Grant:
CTO: do you have any body on stand by to take over transporter controls?

CEOLefler:
@*XO*: I am not reading any transporter traces. I can't tell you why my team is just dissapearing out of no where

CMO_Matt:
Self: And because we gave her so much siprline...I could have killed her, trying to treat her for something she didn't have.

CTO_Psion:
CO:  I shall take control for the chief.

CEOLefler:
@ALL: Ok. Defensice positions. Back to back, phasers ready. We are staying right here until The Commander gets here

XO_Wall:
#*CEO*: how much longer does the freighter have, will it break up, do you know?

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: ENG Bridge finds himself on the planet surface

CO_Grant:
CTO: GET the duty roster and send the nearest officer to TR1

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Aye sir.

ENGBridge:
@::thinks to self:: huh, how in the heck did I get down here!!

XO_Wall:
#Cray: store that sensor data, we will go back to that?

CEOLefler:
@*XO*: I can't gibe you an accurate reading. But no longer than another 10 minutes, maybe 5

TO_Hawkes:
@::Takes ups defensive postion with TAC GOON and CEO inside pattern enhancers::

MO_Lea-:
::enters TR and rushes to the Tr Chief, opening her tricorder::

FCO_Nicho:
self: things are really getting interesting

CMO_Matt:
::rubs his eyes which are still burning:: Self: But there's no way to reverse it, no way in what we understand about quantum mechanics.  If we're going to get remotely close to obtain chemical stability in her body I'll have to further the process begun with the plasm.  I'll have to introduce more plasm to bring the electron configuration that is altered in her body back to a stable sub-level and orbital energy position.

OPS_Lynam:
CO: I have info on the freighter captain....you're gonna love this.

CO_Grant:
OPS: go ahead

XO_Wall:
::turns Rio Coco around and increases speed to full impulse toward freighter::

CO_Grant:
::notes that Ens.Hunter-macleod is upagain on the roster::

CTO_Psion:
*Lt. Michaelus*  Report to transporter room one and take over for the chief.

MO_Lea-:
::Shakes her head at the Chief's case of nerves::

CO_Grant:
*HUnter-Macleod*: report to TR1, and take over manual controls

ENGBridge:
@taps comm badge:: @COMM: CEO: do you read me?

TO_Hawkes:
@::Returns to scanning the cold-spot::

CIV_McLeo:
*CO* Aye, Cptain.  On my way.

Es`Shere:
::stirs in her sleep again having fitfull dreams::

CMO_Matt:
::starts to recreate and replicate the plasma levels and activities that had existed in the badlands from sensor and scoop reports::

MO_Lea-:
O'Reilley: There is nothing wrong with you that I can tell.

OPS_Lynam:
CO: The ship is called the Titanic.  She was lost six years ago on a mercy mission to the planet.  She was destroyed by hostile attack.  :;Pauses and wiggles eyebrows::

CIV_McLeo:
::goes to TL::

CO_Grant:
<trchief>: smiles and throws up again

MO_Lea-:
::steps back::

CMO_Matt:
::his hands still flying across the console, finally after long moments coming to a pause as the replicator warmed up in the unit::

XO_Wall:
#*CEO*: prepare everybody for transport, we will be in range in 4 minutes

CTO_Psion:
<Michaelus>  *CTO*  yes sir.

CEOLefler:
@*XO*: We aren't going any where

CIV_McLeo:
::takes TL and makes his way to TR1::

MO_Lea-:
Self: But he will soon have a sever case of dehydration..

MO_Lea-:
::Helps O'Reilley step around the mess and out the door::

CO_Grant:
OPS: interesting, lost for 6 years but here again? A time paradox?

XO_Wall:
#Cray: try to get a lock on the boarding party

TO_Hawkes:
@:CEO: Do you think we could use these pattern enhancers to boost our signal or somthing?

CMO_Matt:
::picks up a hybrid hypospray, and with slightly shaking hands from thinking so much, puts in the package of plasma, watching the ionized gass swirl::

CTO_Psion:
<Michaelus> ::Arrives at transporter room::

MO_Lea-:
CIV: Hello, good bye.  ::continues down the hall::

CMO_Matt:
::walks over Es'Shere::

LtJg_Cray:
::Attempts transporter lock::

CIV_McLeo:
::nods at MO, enters TR1 and moves to console::

LtJg_Cray:
#

XO_Wall:
#*CEO*: and why is that, not if I can help it!

CEOLefler:
@TO: Thats what the are doing Hawkes. If the Delphyne can get us now there is no more that can be done with them. Hopefully the closer proximity of the run about will help

ENGBridge:
::very puzzled as he pulls out tricorder and runs scans on the surface of the planet::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Possible, although the crew should be present in that case.  I am starting to think along more...unscientific lines.

CMO_Matt:
Es'Shere: I'm praying that this will work, Es'Shere.  I've done all I can for you, and this is all I have left.  This and my own life... ::slowly administers the gas as an inhalant::

CO_Grant:
<trchief>:: doubles over and hurls again::

CO_Grant:
CTo: do we have anybody from the boarding party onboard yet?

MO_Lea-:
::steadies the chief, feels like she is assisting a drunk down a street::

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: ENG Bridge looks around as he hears faint voices voices 

CMO_Matt:
::starts to monitor the console and watching her chemical stability start to slowly rise::

Es`Shere:
::opens her eyes as he talks to her and feels the preasure of the hypo::


Es`Shere:
::feels her body tingle and the vice grip around her lungs leaving.. slowly::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Negative sir.

CMO_Matt:
::starts to rub his eyes as they burn more, maybe from too much stress, too much feeling, or maybe that he was starting to regain his lost composure. the chemical stability continued to slowly rise::

XO_Wall:
::races toward freighter in Rio Coco::

XO_Wall:
<#>

CMO_Matt:
Es'Shere: It's all I have left, Es'Shere.  This is everything, and I would give my life if I could...

LtJg_Cray:
#I have a lock on the away team.

MO_Lea-:
::travels through the TL and down the corridor with chief::

CMO_Matt:
::his eyes slowly close:: Please...

CIV_McLeo:
::waits at the transporter station::

CO_Grant:
CTo: acknowledged

CO_Grant:
<sci>: ::operates sensors looking for life signs on dredma:;


Es`Shere:
::looks up into his green eyes:: CMO: I ... ::breathes deep::  I .. ::is beyond words::

ENGBridge:
@::heads towards voices::

CEOLefler:
@TO: Keep tryng to contact your lost man and Bridges

OPS_Lynam:
CO: I think we need one of our counselors to check for signs of other "presences".

TO_Hawkes:
@CEO: This is odd. TAC_GUY's signal is there for one second. Then gone. ::holds up tricorder for DEO to see::

XO_Wall:
#Cray: ok hold we not quite in range yet?

CO_Grant:
<sci>: CO: I am picking up a human life sign on Dredma sir

FCO_Nicho:
::watches sensors fade in and out::

CO_Grant:
CTO: Can you confirm that life sign ?

CMO_Matt:
::smiles sincerely, emotion and reality starting to rush back in:: Es'Shere: Don't talk...

ENGBridge:
@::continues to run scans::

LtJg_Cray:
# Wall:  Correct sir, once we are in range I can power up the transporter.

CEOLefler:
@TO: Seams to be going in and out of phase...hmmmmm


MO_Lea-:
::enters sickbay and helps O'Reilley onto a biobed:: O'Reilley: Sit here, don't move, and ::hands him a sack:: Try to keep sickbay a little cleaner than you do the TR.

Es`Shere:
::nods at him afraid to.. feeling as she could jinx herself if possible::

TO_Hawkes:
@CEO: I'm not seeing Bridges at all...at least not on this ship.

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Aye.  Reading a comm signal and life sign on the planet.

ENGMac:
::making sure they have warp capaibilities

ENGMac:
::

XO_Wall:
#*DEL*: do you read, we are heading toward the ffreighter?

CO_Grant:
<trchief>:: tries to smile but stops himself::

OPS_Lynam:
::Begins scanning the library computers for an incident like this he learned about at the academy::

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: Del sensors pick up the RIO COCO heading for the freighter

MO_Lea-:
::Walks to CMO and Es'Shere:: CMO: How is she?

CO_Grant:
comm:riococo: acknowledged, maybe you can retrieve boarding party better than we can

CMO_Matt:
::smiles, wiping away welling tears:: Es'Shere: Thank you.  I really need this.  I know you'll be fine now; I just wish you didn't have to leave us.  I don't think I ever got to tell you that.

CMO_Matt:
::looks to Lea:: MO: She's healed, Lea.

CO_Grant:
<sci>: ::sensors pickup the approaching shuttle::

CNS_Jiosa:
#::sits quietly::

MO_Lea-:
::sighs:: CMO: Good..

CTO_Psion:
COMM: XO:  Confirmed.

Es`Shere:
::his exspression is making her fill with tears as well::  CMO: We can talk about that all later.. ::hoarse voice::Doc you look like you could use some sleep

CMO_Matt:
MO: Now, Doctor, please take a seat. ::motions to a biobed::

MO_Lea-:
::Looks  over:: CMO She's right, I think you could use some more sleep.

CO_Grant:
CTO: Can you sci 's report of human life on Dredma?

CMO_Matt:
::thinks it over for a moment, feels something starting to break inside of him, something hard and cold:: Es'Shere: I'd like that very much. ::in a whisper::

XO_Wall:
#::Rio Coco becomes in transporter range:: Cray: beam anybody you can get a lock on!

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the Delphyne watches as the RIO COCO moves next to the freigher and disapears along with the  freighter::

CEOLefler:
@TO: Set your tricorder to run a continous message to TAC Guys badge. He should be able to read it when he comes back into phase

Es`Shere:
::reaches out and takes his hand::

ACTDNicke:
<><><><><><><><><><><>><><PAUSE MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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